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We're taking a wonderful road trip around the state of
FLORIDA celebrating knitting and local yarn shops and
American history and natural wonders and landmarks
as we go. So what's the mystery? The places we’ll visit,
of course! And our inspiration for each leg.... And how
that transforms into a beautiful shawl. We hope you'll
pick up your needles and yarn and knit along as we
embark on this grand knitting adventure.
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1.

Buy the Pattern. It’s available from your favorite
Local Yarn Shop (LYS) and on Ravelry. It’s called
Florida Road Trip, and it’s at a special price of
$3.98 untl April 30, 2022. After that the price will
increase with the release of each leg.
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2. Choose your Yarn. Find amazing inspiration at
your LYS. Choose one of the specialy curated color
combos, or go off-road and create your own.
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3. Connect. Be encouraged and encourage others
as we take this journey together. Find us on
Instagram and Facebook (we have both a page
and a group!) as Road Trip Mystery. We’re also in
the Ravelry Forums under Fans of Really Clear.
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